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Out with the Cold...
in with the New

A seasonal greeting from the editor
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next climbing season. Your
patience & understanding as
・City Update Section
well as any feedback your may
・Featured Event(s)
have is very much appreciated!

It is that time of year when we begin kicking ourselves for cursing the summer heat. As
I shiver away, debating whether I should brave my frozen wood ﬂoors to get to the bathroom, I
think about what I would give to have a bit of that summer warmth stored away somewhere. I
bitterly lament proper insulation and the cozy warmth of my American apartment when I realize,
AHA! I do have a bit of warmth stored away! (And no, I´m not talking about the pre-hibernation
insulation I´ve managed to pack on my person, which, for the record, hasn´t done me much good
anyway）
．I excitedly make my way to my oshiire, which literally translates as a “shove in,” most
commonly translated as a closet, and begin digging toward the back corner where I distinctly
recall storing it away. The heavens sing as I drag it out, the most beautiful sight for ice cube eye
balls: four legs with a heater on its underbelly, it is none other than my KOTATSU!
For those of you living in parts of Japan that get cold this time of year and have no
concept of what a kotatsu is, let me blow your mind and save you from a season of frigid misery.
So simple in design yet so genius in concept, a kotasu is a low table with an electric heater built
into its underside that is then draped with a heavy blanket which keeps the heat trapped
beneath. Many a cold family have shared countless hours sitting around something similar for
centuries. In fact, the history of the kotatsu extends back to the Muromachi era (14th century)
when every household had an irori, a charcoal cooking hearth and simultaneous heating system
with a dugout seating area around it. This precursor to the contemporary kotatsu was called a
hori-gotatsu and persisted as a household staple until the advent of a more modern forms of
food preparation & heat production. The contemporary kotatsu remains a seasonal domestic
centerpiece and you may ﬁnd yourself hard-pressed to ﬁnd a family that does not commune
around one during the colder months.
Finally able to do more than fantasize about distant tropical islands, I ﬁnd myself neckdeep, deep in thought, underneath my own kotatsu. I think about what this time of year means
to people in the United States and ponder if there are similar implications in Japan. Does
Japanese Christmas exist? How do people in Japan ring in the New Year and prepare their
hearts, minds and bodies as they leave one year behind and another unfolds?
This edition of the Reiho Fuji is dedicated to celebrating the holiday season, closing out
the year and looking forward to the next. Join me as I report live from under my kotatsu and
bring you news of our wonderful city as we prepare for the new year and the ﬁrst serious snows
of winter (typically the heaviest in January). I am excited, albeit prematurely cold and whiny, for
my ﬁrst winter in the Fuji Five Lakes and look forward to bringing you both local updates and
local perspectives on this wonderful time of year.
- Yumi Matson, Coordinator for International Relations, Fujiyoshida City Hall
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MEET MiSS MOMO KAYANUMA!

The most recent addition to the iadFUJI team (^_^)/
Momo loves music, food and all things ﬂuﬄy!
After spending the past four years in San Diego, California she has
returned to Fujiyoshida, her hometown, and hopes to continue
working on her English in order to pursue a career abroad. Momo
works with our local Portugese translator to publish our monthly
Portugese publication, the “Zura Zura,” and is in charge of the
free Japanese class organized by city hall. If you see her around
or have a chance to stop by, please be sure to say hi!
“I´m excited to be a part of iadFUJI, and want to
communicate with everyone in the international
Momo with copies of the
community! Please feel free to come talk to me,
“Zura Zura,”
our monthly Portugese publication
I´m here for everyone!” -Momo

Have you heard about InstaFUJI?
Trend your photos with the following tags to share!

#Fujiyoshida | #instaFUJI | #iadFUJI

No. 138

IAD wants to see the best parts of this city from YOUR perspective
through YOUR lens! Share pics of your favorite sites, events, foods
& more through Instagram or Facebook & help us spread the word!
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“Hiking with Hilsendeger”

Mt. Fujis climbing season has come to an end, but there is no need to for tears, Yamanashi
Prefecture has a wealth of hiking opportunities & the Reiho is here to introduce them. We
are incredibly pleased to work in conjunction with our new Reiho contributor and hiking
enthusiast Mr. Trevor Hilsendeger to bring you the best hikes in the area!

I �irst climbed Mitsutoge about 11 years ago. We had been hit by a major typhoon the night before and the resulting sky was perfectly clear and
the deepest hue of blue imaginable. I could hardly believe how beautiful the weather was as I drove to the trailhead. I wish I could say the same
for the hike. Due to the heavy rainfall, the trails were slippery and wet and scattered with debris. But before too long I was standing at the top.
Despite having lived in the area for more than 2 years at the time, I had no idea of the amazing landscape that surrounded me. I marveled at the
amazing view before me: the lakes and the mountains that protect them, the snow-capped peaks in the distance. But as you might guess the best
part was the completely unobstructed, magni�icent view of Fujisan. As I stood there admiring the view, another hiker joined me at the summit. He
took several pictures of Fujisan and then of a pole which stood on the peak’ s highest point. It read “Mitsutoge” followed by some additional kanji
characters that I could not quite make out. It read, “山 梨 百 名 山” which I would later �ind was read, Yamanashi Hyakumeizan．“What does this
mean?” I inquired. The hiker attempted an explanation but after seeing my puzzlement thought it best to show me, and referred to a small
tattered book which he retrieved from his soiled backpack. I could never have known just how much opening that book would affect my life…..
From 1959 to 1963, Fukada Kyuya, a famous Japanese writer and mountaineer, wrote his masterpiece Nihon Hyakumeizan, or “The Top 100
Mountains of Japan.” He based his selections on three main criteria: grace, history and individuality. His list includes peaks from across the nation
from southern Kyushu to northern Hokkaido. Although Mitsutoge is not on this particular list, it is included in his other work, the Yamanashi
Hyakumeizan or “The Top 100 Mountains of Yamanashi,” the book that the hiker retrieved from his bag that fateful day. By being introduced to
this work, I saw a gateway to more experiences like the one I had just had and soon found myself at the bookstore buying a copy for myself.
About a quarter of the mountains listed in this work can be found within the Fujigoko area or very close to it. Subsequently these mountains
seemed like a natural starting point for me. It didn´t take long before I found myself driving further and further to �ind new mountains to knock off
my list. Although most of the mountains have trails that are well marked and climbable by anyone with a strong heart and legs, four of the
hundred are classi�ied as “specialist mountains.” I discovered this could mean no trail, no mountains huts, no water access, super long, extra
dangerous spots, or all of the above. For me, these “specialist mountains” were the natural ones to end with.
On November 4th 2008, a buddy and I summited Mount Hououzan (2840m). Just as when I climbed Mitsutoge, it was a perfect day. Just before
reaching the �irst of the three summits that make up the Hououzan Range, we stopped to catch our breath and take in some calories. From here I
could see nearly all of the 99 mountains that I had ascended and devoted such a great part of life to. It was an amazing sight and feeling. Finally,
after a much longer break than anticipated, we pressed on and ascended the �inal peak I had left to climb in theYamanashi Hyakumeizan.

山梨百名山

Some Background & An Introduction
by Trevor Hilsendeger

After completing this list, I concentrated on the Nihon Hyakumeizan for a few years and have since also completed the Shizuoka Hyakumeizan.
There is no mystery as to why Kyuya chose the mountains he did. Although I haven´t �inished all of them yet, the ones I have climbed have left
deep impressions and have made me eager to get to the next one. Being the �irst foreigner to complete both the Yamanashi Hyakumeizan and
Shizuoka Hyakumeizan is an amazing feeling. But perhaps an equally wonderful feeling is being able to share the passion of climbing and exploring
with others. The mountain featured in this edition (back page) is the one where it all started.

A local hike will be featured in every edition of the Reiho on the Events & Info Page (Back Page), Happy Hiking, readers!

iadFUJI was happy to welcome Ayumi Early Exposure to the World if International Relations
Watanabe, a third year student at Eiwa
Middle School, to observe and assist us
at the International Aﬀairs Desk as part
of her schoolʼ s job shadow program.
She was with us for two days and
during her time was able to participate
in the Childrenʼ s English Reading Time
at the Fujiyoshida Public Library, assist
us with some minor translations and
desk work and take part in two
interviews, ﬁrst with the president of
the International Friendship
Association and second with this Thank you, Ayumi, for your hard work! It is so inspiring to see young people interested
in becoming internationalized members of the global community!
editionʼ s featured ALT

middle school job shadow

“The Heart Has No National Borders”
Fujiyoshida International Friendship Association

The Fujiyoshida International Friendship Association was founded in 1965 soon
after the city established its sister city relationship with the US city of Colorado
Springs, CO. At a time when international travel was not widespread,
particularly for members of more rural commuinities in Japan, the International
Friendship Association worked to promote international exchanges and backed
many initiatives to send people to Colorado Springs on sister city delegations.
Their work is driven by the association´s motto: “the heart has no national
borders.” They believe that cross-cultural understanding and compassion is
realized on a person-to-person basis and extend their hand and hearts in various
grassroots cross-cultural initiatives both here and abroad. Their domestic work
focuses on the following:

Serving as host families for visitors from abroad

Assisting with local guides & minor translations
Introducing traditional Japanese arts & culture
(i.e., tea ceremony, �lower arranging, calligraphy)

to foreign residents & visitors from abroad

Sponsorship & participation in events & programs
that promote international relations

The Oﬃce of International Aﬀairs regards the International Friendship
Association as an invaluable partner in our own eﬀorts to bring local and foreign
communities together. Particularly in light of the projected increase in foreign
visitors and tourists to the area due to Mt. Fuji’ s recent designation as a
UNESCO World Cultural Heritage site, we believe it is imperative to begin
building upon these types of networks. We are sure to rely upon their
assistance and support more than ever in the months and years to come. In
early October, the president and vice president of the International Friendship
Association visited our French sister city, Chamonix, to celebrate 35 years of
sister city relations and friendship. They are incredibly committed to the
continued implementation of cultural exchanges with our sister cities and will
play a big role in the oﬃcial visit from Chamonix later this month.

IADFUJI

Winter Party

Currently Seeking
Event Volunteers

DECEMBER
21, 2013

Saturday
1:00-3:00

Please Contact the
International Aﬀairs Desk
for more Information

Annual Membership Fee: ￥1000 (per year)
The president of the
International
Friendship Association,
Mr. Hosaka, speaks
with iadFUJI during a
recent interview

The association is currently comprised of about 200
members of the local community. However they
are hoping to include many more members and
expand their network. All foreign residents who are
interested in joining their mission of promoting
cross-cultural friendship are encouraged to apply!
Applications are available year round at the
International Aﬀairs Desk. Our Coordinator for
International Relations is a native English speaker &
can provide further information or assistance with
the application process.

FUJIYOSHIDA & THE WORLD

ChamonixFujiyoshida’
Mont-Blanc
s French Sister

Chamonix Mont-Blanc is located in Rhone Alpes, a southeastern region of
France that borders both Italy and Switzerland. The city itself is nestled
within the Chamonix Valley and surrounded by majestic peaks including
some of the highest in the Swiss Alps. With a highly sophisticated,
well-developed mountain tourism infrastructure, Chamonix welcomes
many foreign guests from all over the globe who have a shared interest in
mountaineering and mountain culture. Host of the �irst ever winter
olympics, Chamonix remains a premier destination for winter recreation.
POPULATION: Approx. 10,000
ELEVATION:

1,000 m (Valley)
4,810 m (Mountains)

www.chamonix.com

www.facebook.com/#!/ChamonixFrance

Members of the delegation in Chamonix

Two weeks following the delegation´s return to
Fujiyoshida, we welcomed Chamonix´s vice
mayor, Monsieur Jean-Louis Verdier, and
Coordinator of Fujiyoshida Relations, Madame
Chantal Lafuma, to our city. They participated in
several events including a visit to city hall, a
formal reception, a tea ceremony at the mayor´s
home and an appearance at the National Culture
Festival. We were so pleased to be able to
return the kindness and hospitality that our
delegation experienced during their visit.

M. Verdier speaks during their visit
to city hall

Fujiyoshida and Chamonix Mont-Blanc celebrated
35 years of sister city relations this year. The two
cities established a sister city relationship on
October 9, 1978 and have participated in various
grassroots cultural exchanges since. This year 25
members of our community including our mayor
and members of the Mt. Fuji Mountain Hut Union
traveled to France as part of an oﬃcial delegation
to learn more about the local culture, people and
practices of our French sister. In his speech given
at a reception in Chamonix, the mayor expressed
his admiration for the city´s superior tourism and
environmental conservation infrastructure and his
desire to learn as much as possible about how
they have built and maintained such a system.

Distinguished attendees at the formal reception held at
Kaneyama Hotel

Ribbon cutting during the opening ceremony
of the National Culture Festival

ALTCORNER

In light of recent media coverage regarding Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe´s desire to signi�icantly
increase the number of ALT´s in Japan, iadFUJI felt it
paramount to introduce our own hardworking local
ALT´s and highlight their work, their experiences and
their perspective on life in Japan and English language
pedagogy. Fujiyoshida has a surprising number of
ALT´s for a city its size with four elementary ALT´s ,
three junior high ALT´s , and two high school ALT´s
(nine in total) hired through various organizations
including JET and Interac. We hope you enjoy this new
segment of the Reiho dedicated to their hard work as
English language educators and cultural ambassadors,
two particularly invaluable roles in this global age we
exist in today.

What is an ALT?
“ALT” or “Assitant Language Teacher” is a term coined
by the Japanese government to describe native English
speakers placed in classrooms throughout Japan. ALT’ s
work in conjunction with resident English teachers to
promote interactive language learning focused
primarily on conversational English meant to augment
the often pen-to-paper, grammar-centric curriculum.

The mayors participate in the ceremonial
planting of trees in Chamonix to symbolize our
growing friendship

M. & Mme Lafuma receive a tour of Mr. Sakuraiʼｓ studio

featured face of english education in fujiyoshida
Meet Sarah Bruce, a 26 year-old bubbly ray of
sunshine from Vancouver, Canada. She �irst came to
Japan in 2008 as a university student and in 2011
moved to Otsuki where she began her work as an
ALT. Sarah has been an ALT here in Fujiyoshida
since March of this year. A true testament to her
love of Japan and insatiable intrigue with with its
culture, Sarah has visited all 47 prefectures (She
swears that Yamanashi is, in fact, the best of them
all... YAY YAMANASHI!) Though she admits that she
continues to be frustrated on occasion with language
barriers and seemingly limited resources for
foreigners in rural Japan, Sarah raves that her
experience as an English teacher in Japan has de�ied
all expectations and she continues to be moved and
Ms.Sarah Bruce
inspired by her students.
Sarah is currently employed through Interac, an increasingly popular ALT
recruitment and placement company in Japan, and works at two elementary
schools during the week with three classes at Asumi Elementary School and two
classes at Yoshida Nishi Elementary School. In her free time Sarah likes to
explore and, to our awe, practices iaido, the ancient Japanese art of sword
drawing (think Samurai). We were impressed with Sarah´s enthusiasm for both
her work and life in Japan, her positivity, and her optimism. We are excited for
any future contributions from Sarah and are so thankful for the opportunity to
get to know a little bit more about her.

PROJECT
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I recently made friends with a group of Keio University alum and students who are currently working through city hall in what is called the
Keio Partnership Town Renovation Cooperation Division. As I brieﬂy reported in the last edition of the Reiho, this group takes on local
projects and works to revive various aspects of local culture. I focus this particular article on a particularly inspiring and innovative initiative
developed to renovate and repurpose many of the dilapidated, abandoned homes and stores in the historic Nishiura district of Fujiyoshida.
In Japanese, the term, “akiya” literally translates as “vacant house.” It is a term almost synonymous with the Nishiura district of Fujiyoshida.
The Nishiura district once thrived as an entertainment district when Fujiyoshida hit its hay day as the textile manufacturing industry boomed
and merchants and workers ﬂocked to the area to reap the beneﬁts of a ﬂourishing industry. Alas as time passed, the textile manufacturers
moved to bigger cities with more commercial potential. As the manufacturers and merchants embarked on a mass exodus, the once lively
Nishiura district soon fell quiet and desolate. The “akiya” that we see in this area are remnants of this unfortunate tale, one that is
ubiquitous across rural Japan, inextricably linked to the realities of Japan’ s swift emergence as leading global economy and the
centralization of commercial capital in its large urban centers.
This particular initiative is cleverly titled the Akinai Project. This title fuses the term “akiya” with the phrase “akinai” which has several
diﬀerent meanings depending on the characters used.
空きない

No Vacancy

Put people back into abandoned homes
Dead space to living space
Revival

飽きない

To be committed
To not grow tired of

New tenants participate in renovation
Renovating is fun
Fun Investment = Worthy Investment
→ Internal Motivation

商い

Business/Selling/Trade

A business endeavor.
For the people funded by the people.

秋内

By the end of autumn

Winter is cold here. It snows.
Renovation is difficult in snow.
Get it done before it snows.

Satoshi Akamatsu, the founder of the Akinai Project is a charismatic, exceedingly bright young scholar from Keio
University, one of Japan’ s leading private colleges. He is seemingly never without an impish grin and his trademark
rainbow conductor’ s hat. He is currently in his 4th year at Keio University, majoring in “machizukuri” or town
renovation, which can perhaps be most closely associated with civil engineering, and has been working in Fujiyoshida
since this past April. He loves music, food, his studies and most importantly, he loves Fujiyoshida. Originally from Chiba
prefecture, he claims that this is where he will stay. He has renovated an “akiya” as his own home and oﬃce and his
current renovation project will eventually become the home and oﬃce of his Keio compatriot Mr. Saito. Both he and
Mr. Saito have chosen to make Fujiyoshida their permanent home where they wish to devote their life’ s work. When I
asked why, he simply replied, “nantonaku” or “no particular reason,” followed up with a wide, toothy smile. This is his
style, never imposing, simple, candid.
Mr. Akamatsu and Mr. Saito have partnered their eﬀorts, Mr. Akamatsu with his enthusiasm, refreshingly can-do attitude, and tremendous
people and networking skills and Mr. Saito with an expertise in community organizing, fundraising and fund management. Mr. Akamatsu’ s
daily work is comprised of ﬁnding “akiya,” seeking out the property owner, checking availability and eventually negotiating price. He then
lists the properties on his project homepage and seeks out people who are interested in owning or inhabiting the spaces.
Once identifying a potential tenant, Mr, Akamatsu then calls upon local volunteers to lend a hand with the actual manual labor. This includes
gutting the interior, clearing debris, re-plumbing, re-wiring and refurbishing from the ground up. Despite the goodwill eﬀorts of kind, eager
local volunteers, all such projects cost money, money that is not particularly easy to come by for pilot programs such as this. This is where
Mr. Saito comes in. As the founder and organizer of the Fujiyoshida Peoples’ Piggy Bank Foundation, Mr. Saito pools the funds of local
citizens who then decide where they wish to allocate said funds. In the case that a renovation project is thought to beneﬁt the community
(i.e., if the space will become a place of business, community center, etc.) then funds from the Piggy Bank Foundation become available for
the project. If, however, the space is to become a private residence, other arrangements are made. On occasion, landlords will, in exchange
for the renovation and subsequent increase of property value, lower the buying or renting price for the tenant. This being said, there are still
many out-of-pocket costs.
In this sense it is not as though Mr. Akamatsu locates, renovates and repurposes these abandoned buildings at no cost, though the services
he oﬀers for free are pretty remarkable. He is essentially a realtor, a middleman who informs the greater world about available properties
and goes a step further by oﬀering assistance throughout the entire renovation process.
His current renovation project is located in a narrow side street of the Nishiura district
and was originally an “izakaya” or Japanese-style drinking establishment. I was
fortunate enough to cover an afternoon on site where volunteers were hard at work
gutting the space. Clad in workmen’ s overalls, boots, goggles, helmets and masks, I
was immediately taken by their dedication. It was the real deal in there. I proved to be
much more of a hindrance than help but Mr. Akamatsu was as kind and enthusiastic as
ever and answered my questions with patience and a smile.
To no surprise, Mr. Akamatsu immediately charmed the local community and was met
with willingness and acceptance and has gained many supporters. I look forward to
covering his projects and bringing readers updates on progress. Additionally, if anyone
is interested in perhaps renovating and renting a space, please feel free to contact the
International Aﬀairs Desk and we would be more than happy to put you in touch with
Mr. Akamatsu.

☆★

learn more about the Akinai Project at:

http://sattonton1005.wix.com/akinai/

★☆
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FRIED
CHICKEN
&

Romance
a Japanese Xmas Story

I recently had a bout of mild homesickness, not at all
debilitating but enough to make me brieﬂy consider going
home for the holidays (until I looked at ticket prices and
came to). I thought about the comfort I associate with the
American Christmas tradition: the emphasis on family
togetherness, warm foods, warm sentiments; a brief reprieve
from busy lives & busy minds; an annual reunion for families
that spend the greater part of the year apart. Of course
there is a materialistic commerciality to it all: the kitsch
holiday displays, the inﬁnite loop of Christmas tunes, neon
and pine overload, shameless holiday advertising schemes.
Depending on whom you ask, Christmas may just simply be
an unpleasant assault on the senses rather than an a warm &
fuzzy family holiday. Since I am by nature the warm & fuzzy
type, the thought of spending this Christmas alone made me
even more aware of everything I like about the holidays at
home.
Faced with the reality of not making it home for the holidays
this year, I began a personal quest to ﬁnd out more about
Japanese Christmas. I was concurrently fascinated & amused
by what I found. In retrospect it seems this bit should have
been titled something like, “Japanese Christmas: the Least
Friendly Holiday for Habitually Single Dieters.” Nevertheless,
I need to point out that Japanese Christmas certainly has
pleanty of charm. There is the same cheerful discourse
centered around a common theme of love & togetherness if
not spun a little diﬀerently. Keeping this in mind please note
that any sensed diparagement of the following Japanese
Christmas traditions are meant to be entirely self-depricating

1. Christmas is for Lovers
Strike one. Let me get this straight. Not only did
Japan make Valentineʼｓ Day a TWO PART holiday
and DOUBLE reminder of being single and alone,
they have also designated Christmas as yet another
coupleʼ s holiday. Many couples during this time of
year plan extravagant dates and exchange lavish
gifts. When I asked about what individuals without
signiﬁcant others do, I was told that they often partake in sad, cryfests with
their pitiful, single counterparts and celebrate “Shinguru Beru” or Single Bells

2. Kentucky Fried Christmas
On the plus side, you and your single friends can
commiserate over fried chicken because we all know that
eating our feelings is the second best thing to healing them.
Fried chicken has been adapted as an essential component of
Christmas dinner, with many families pre-ordering meals well
in advance. The colonel has certainly cashed in and can
be seen supporting the cause as the holidays approach.

3. Buy Your Cake and Eat it Too
Japanese Christmas cakes are truly works of art. Meticulously designed with
particular attention to detail, it almost seems criminal to eat them. Many
families pre-order their Christmas cakes but many will also rush to the bakery
or supermarket on the day of as many of places
oﬀer extreme discounts in order to get rid of
their selection by the next day. Interestingly,
due to this holiday phenomenon, the term
“Christmas Cake” is also used to describe women
past the age of 25 who have not yet found a
husband. The underlying meaning being that
past the 25th (25 years of age) extreme
discounts must be made to sell them oﬀ. Is
everything about this holiday anti single ladies?!

wino
wonderland
Yamanashi WIne & Katsunuma Grape Festival
Japanese wine is apparently on the up and up. A recent CNN Travel article says it all,
“Quality Japanese Wine? Itʼ s No Oxymoron: Put down that sake. Nearly 100 vineyards
at the base of Mount Fuji are beginning to produce tasty bottles of vino.” (Boykoﬀ,
CNN, 9/25/13). Katsunuma, a region not far from Fujiyoshida has a long history of
viticulture and is famous for its production of Koshu grapes and more recently for the
plethora of wineries that have popped up in the area. Naturally, this cause stirred the
inner journalist (and wino) in your committed Reiho editor and I set out to see what
the fuss was all about. The Katsunuma Grape Festival, an ingenious, irresistable
celebration of the local grape and wine culture set the stage for my research. For a
mere￥500 attendees received a glass with which they could sample over 20 diﬀerent
varieties of Koshu wine from the dozens of winery tents set up around a vast school
ground. Koshu grapes and grape juice also shared the spotlight, with lines at the free
grape tent snaking around the entire length of the grounds and doubling back. The
festival attracted hundreds of people from near and far including many, if not most, of
the local foreign residents. Though the weather in the days previous raised some
concern about the event being rained out, the wine gods came through for us and
we were graced with comfortable weather the entire day.

spotlight on:

Koshu Grapes

Allegedly introduced to the region

via the Silk Road and widely cultivated
by Buddhist monks, Koshu grapes are a
Yamanashi staple and Katsunuma specialty.
Koshu grapes are characterized by a tough
peel that has adapted over time to suit its
growing conditions in mountainous
Yamanashi where elevations are higher
and temperatures drop in the evenings.
They are very sweet with a pinkish hue
and have until recent efforts to
An incredibly thorough Yamanashi Winery Guide
produce wine been grown to be
provides an extensive overview of the various local
consumed as table grapes.
wineries organized by region.

IN FUJIYOSHIDA

Classrooms, bars &
restaurants alike put
up their ﬁnest
decorations and got
in the holiday spirit
this Halloween!

★ seasonal

cuisine

ほうとう

The wine, despite its recent attention was not particularly to my liking. I am by no
means a wine expert but I have come to develop some preferences. Even the boldest
reds, classiﬁed as ʻkarakuchiʼ or spicy, failed to impress my palate, admittedly
weathered by my aﬃnity for Malbecs and Merlots. Flavors across the board were light
and sweet with varying acidity and a distinct aftertaste, perhaps best described as
nutty(?) . Undoubtedly, light, lemony and nutty appeal to many and there is certainly
some merit to claims of its ever increasing popularity. Koshu wines have won a
number of awards in recent years at wine competitions both domestic and
international. I urge readers to have a taste and submit their own reviews and
contribute to the ongoing dialogue about the future of Japanese vino

A RECAP OF

HOUTOU: A regional specialty, this warm noodle dish perfectly
compliments the cold weather of this season. Often served in individual
size cast iron pots or “nabe,” it is served piping hot with loads of various
seasonal vegetables. The noodles and thick and ﬂat and because they
lack salt are often soft and absorb the wealth of savory ﬂavors found in
the broth. There are many shops in the Fuji Five Lakes that specialize in
houtou and pre-made packets can be found at local grocery stores and
gift sthops. This is a regional and seasonal must and we encourage you
to ﬁnd your favorite shop and dig in this winter!

EVENTS & iNFO
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Fri

Sat

Sun
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Children´s
English
Reading Time

23

Labor
Thanksgiving
Day

December

November

Sun

Mon

2

3

4

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

22

23

24

30

31

Emporer´s
Birthday

The 61st Annual Fujiyoshida Culture Festival
FRI

1

SAT

2

SUN

3

(11/1) ~ (11/4)
Calligraphy Exhibition
Entrance of Mt. Fuji Hall ( 富士山ホール入口）

Flower Arranging Exhibition
3F Citizen Hall ( 市民会館 )

Mt. Fuji Photo Exhibition
3F Citizen Hall ( 市民会館 )
Social Dance Party
My Studio ( 舞スタジオ）

Seigun Group Art Event
3F Citizen Hall ( 市民会館 )

(11/1) ~ (11/4)
(11/1) ~ (11/4)

(11/3) ~ (11/4)

SUN

10
TUE

12

SUN

17

SAT

30

Christmas Day

Sat

5

6

7

12

13

14

19

20

26

27

FUJITEN
SNOW
RESORT
opens for
the season

Children´s
English
Reading Time

21

IAD Winter
Party

28

9:00 ~ 17:00

19:30~ 22:00
9:00 ~ 17:00

Fuhaku Group Tea Ceremony
3F Citizen Hall Japanese Style Room ( 和室）

10:00~ 15:00

Taisho Group Koto Performance
3F Citizen Hall ( 市民会館 )

13:00~ 17:00

9:00~ 16:00

Located a mere 90 minutes from the urban jungle, in
Narusawa Village on the northern slopes of Mt. Fuji,
Fujiten Snow Resort is a popular winter destination
for urbanites and locals alike! With 7 slopes, 4 lifts, a
snowboard park, bunny slopes and sledding/tubing hills
for little ones, and ski and snowboard lessons for all,
Fujiten is suited for skiiers and snowboarders of all levels
with a breathtaking view of Mt. Fuji to boot!

10:00~ 17:00

Electric Koto Performance
3F Citizen Hall ( 市民会館 )

13:00~ 16:00

Buyou Traditional Dance Performance
3F Citizen Hall ( 市民会館 )

18:30~ 20:00

Fuji Five Lakes Wind Orchestra
Mt. Fuji Hall ( 富士山ホール )

25

Fri

10:00 ~ 17:00

11:00~ 16:00

Ryokurei Group Noh Performance
Fuji Lake Hotel

18

Thur

FUJITEN
Snow Resort

9:00 ~ 17:00

Haiku Reading
2nd Floor Shimoyoshida Comm. Center

Matsukaze Group Tea Ceremony
3F Citizen Hall Japanese Style Room ( 和室）

Wed

1

29

30

Tues

14:00~

adult

Day Pass:
Two-Day:
Half Day:
Night Pass:
Season:

￥4500
￥8000
￥3500
￥2500
￥45,000

child

￥3500
￥7000
￥3500
￥2500
￥36,000

For more information
regarding rentals,
access and slopes, do a
quick web search:
“Fujiten Snow Resort”
There are many
online English
resources

a word about off-season climbing
Hazardous Winds

People will often underestimate the severity of oﬀ-season
climbing conditions on Mount Fuji, & understandably so. At
3,776 meters, Mount Fuji´s elevation pales in comparison to
many of her fellow famed peaks. Be that as it may, there are
still many things to be weary of when considering an
oﬀ-season ascent:
※ Mount Fuji is a standalone peak with no surrounding barriers
to break the wind. As a result wind gusts can be incredibly
hazardous and have claimed the lives of unsuspecting climbers.
※ Due to its steep slope & lack of vegetation above the tree
line, Mount Fuji is particularly prone to avalanches.

RESTROOMS

※ There are no mountain huts in operation on the Yoshida trail
beyond mid-September. Subsequently there are no facilities or
services available above the 5th station including restrooms &
emergency services

EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Featured Alternative Off-Season Hike

Mt. Mitsutoge
YAMANASHI TOP 100 / JAPAN TOP 200

Elevation: 1785m
Total hiking time: 6-7 hrs
Difficulty: Average
Risk: Little

High Risk of Avalanche

Compiled by Trevor Hilsendeger
Trevor Hilsendeger will contribute regularly
with hiking reports. Please refer to the City
Page to learn more about his story

Renowed for its asceticism, Mitsutoge has been revered as a sacred mountain since the
Nara period. It has been called other names in the past, such as “God´s Bell Peak” and
“Hermit Spring Mountain.” No matter the moniker or period of time, it is doubtful there are
as many views as impressive from top of Kaiun-yama (the tallest of her three peaks).

ACCESS

START: Mitsutoge Station (Fujikyu Line)
・Left at exit gate & again at pass under tracks
・Follow river for approx. 1 hr to forested Daruma-ishi trail
・Approx. 2 hrs to “rock climber´s paradise”
・Approx. 10 min to true summit

View of Fuji from Mitsutoge

